The Mayor

To:

CityNet Mobil Programm Partners

OBJET: The European Mobility Week

Dear Sir or Madam,

For a very long time, the City of Clermont-Ferrand had impulsed a voluntarist policy for sustainables and respecting environment new ways to move. This means working on permanent improvement of public transports, but also by valorising the industrial R&D technologic potential.

Caring about participating in an european exchange network, the City of Clermont-Ferrand had wished to exhibit a CityNet Mobil showcase during the European Mobility Week from the 9th to the 20th of September 2009.

Two highlights will rhythm this event:

- Summer Camp (from the 9th to the 16th of September 2009): conferences and annual meeting of chairmen and experts specialized on mobility issues. The 2009 main theme will be « The City of the Future » with, among other events, the European program CVIS release, in the presence of the association POLIS.

- Exhibition « Future’s Vehicles and Mobility » (from the 18th to the 20th of September 2009) which will highlight industrial and universities R&D programs in sustainable mobility.

In 2008, more of 2,000 visitors have been participating in the European mobility Week.
The 2009 edition will take advantage from a major asset with the CityNet Mobil showcase. I would be very honoured to welcome you at the Clermont-Ferrand City Hall on the 17th of September and to invite you to participate in a bunch of meetings and debates on these issues. On the 18th of September, you will visit in premiere the exhibition «Future's Vehicles and Mobility» and to assist to the dynamic showcases at the Congress Center Polydome.

Hoping your stay in Clermont-Ferrand will be under the sign of technologic cooperation and shares,

Yours sincerely.

The Mayor,

Serge GODARD